A novel homogeneous bioluminescence resonance energy transfer element for biomolecular detection with CCD camera or CMOS device.
A novel optical signal element based on homogeneous bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET) was developed for biomolecular detection. A fluorescent dye and alkaline phosphatase (AP) conjugate was used as a reporter and light-generation element for imaging detection platforms that use a CCD camera or CMOS chip-based devices. In the presence of a luminescence substrate, the energy from the first light emission of a bioluminescence enzymatic reaction was transferred to fluorescent dyes which were conjugated to an enzyme. This resulted in a second light emission with a shorter wavelength. The second light was localized at the position of target molecules without the diffusion problems present in current technology. To optimize energy transfer efficiency, the ratio of enzyme to fluorophore in the conjugates, the fluorescent dyes used in the conjugates and the luminescence substrates used for BRET were investigated. BRET was demonstrated by using both a CCD camera and a CMOS imaging device. Image spatial resolution was greatly improved compared with conventional chemiluminescence detection. This new signal element opens a door for the direct measurement of fluorescent signals on an imaging chip without an external light source and portable instrumentation normally required for the fluorescent detection of biomolecules.